Court ofJustice, Niamey (Niger)

Building Study

Project Data
Client: Ministry ofJustice.
Builder: Ministry ofPublic
Works and Habitat.
Architect: Laszlo Mester de
Parajd.
Contractor: Genie Civil du
Sahel (GCS).
Work begin: October 1982.
Completed: 1985.
Total suiface: 1,61Osquare
metres.
Cost: 440 million CFA
.francs.
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History
Two parallel authorities coexist in Niger, in a relationship of mutual confidence and respect: the traditional territorial heads and the modem administration. Justice is rendered by one or the
other of these two powers depending
upon the nature and the gravity of the
conflict, but without there ever being
rivalry between the two. Thus, it
seemed appropriate to try to carry over
this respect for tradition into a respect for
traditional architecture as well. The new
Court of Justice reflects qualities of an
ancient palace without becoming a pastiche; the spirit of earlier buildings wa,S
sought without copying details literally.
A study in depth of traditional materials for construction provided the following conclusions:
• a building such as the Court ofJustice
could be economically constructed
almost entirely of mud, on condition
that it receives thorough maintenance

Text and plans courtesy
ofthe architect.
Photographs by
Kamran AdlelAKAA.
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on an annual basis;
• if one postulates durability without
maintenance yet comparable to the
durability of modem buildings, then
a construction of this type in stabilised earth, with cupolas and vaults,
will be more expensive than a simple
modem construction. The first possibility was eliminated ' as none of the
local administrations could guarantee
that annual maintenance would be
done regularly; the second option
was also rejected because, apart from
philosophical arguments, there was
no reason to build in earth if it were
to be more expensive than building
with modem materials. While the
ultimate conclusion may be disappointing for some, it illustrates the
reasons why stabilised earth construction has been relatively unsuccessful.
Below: General view of the nolthwest facade.
Bottom: View of the Coult ofJustice .from the east .
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Section showing the outer sloping wall that affords
protection for bearing walls and window
situation.

Detail of the northwest focade.
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Above: View from the south.
Right: View through screening to the patio beyond.

Characteristics
The Justice Courts typify the architect's
major concerns in design: adaptation of
the building to the rigorous climatic conditions in Niger and an attempt to integrate it successfully with local architectural traditions. In terms of composition,
there are three distinct parts to the Justice
complex:
• a block containing entrance hall, reception, judges' chambers, booths for
witnesses and accused persons, offices
and utility rooms . The central portion of the hall is covered by a cupola
8 metres in diameter.
• A courtroom with 216 seats.
• A two-storey block for offices which
are reached by galleries protected by
sun-screens. This block is linked to the
entrance hall by two covered passageways forming a patio.
Adaptation of the building to the climate of Niger involves providing the
most efficient protection possible against
the heat.
• The roof as protection. A false ceiling
with insulation for heat was installed,
and ventilation created between the
roof and the false ceiling.
• Window protection. The 'hot-house'
effect is extreme in tropical climates,
and thus one must avoid situations
where the rays of the sun hit glass

directly. Hence, windows were eliminated on the east and west and recessed elsewhere, including outside
galleries.
• Wall protection. When exposed directly to the sun, walls gain heat and transmit it to the interior of buildings. The
outside galleries of the office block
shelter the walls, while obliquely sloping outer walls elsewhere allow for
ventilation between them and the
bearing walls.
• Ventilation of the building. In spite of
these various measures, the period of
every year from April to June is so
humid in Niamey that efficient ventilation of the whole building is the
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only means for obtaining bearable
temperatures. It is for this reason that
circulation of air throughout was anticipated via the patios. In this combination of design solutions it was possible
to construct a building that stays cool
year round.
The aesthetic attributes of the Court
of Justice amount to an effort at employing aspects of traditional architecture
in an appropriately modem way, avoiding insofar as possible the dangers inherent in transferring the vocabulary of one
kind of material into another one. It represents a search for a harmonious evolution from vernacular architecture towards a modem one.

Left: The exterior galleries providing access to the
offices.
Above: View of the courtroom interior.
Below: Entrance hall and waiting area of the Court
ofJustice, with patio in rear.
Bottom: Waiting area beneath the cupola.
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